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Stability Analysis of Boundary and Hybrid
Controllers for Indirect Energy Transfer Converters
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Abstract—In boost converters and other indirect energy transfer
topologies, transient-oriented controllers are designed to facilitate
a dynamic response that may range from minimum time up to
minimum output voltage deviation. Since analytical definitions for
these control laws can become quite complex, a large-signal stabil-
ity verification is not immediate. This paper explores the existence
of stability of indirect energy transfer converters that are con-
trolled by either boundary or hybrid controllers and introduces a
new simplified procedure for examination of large-signal stability
of a given converter and load type using a graphical–analytical ap-
proach. The stability analysis and examination method are demon-
strated on a boost converter loaded by resistive load and constant
current load. The stability conditions are verified using a 30 W 3.3-
to-12 V boost converter prototype, controlled by a programmable-
deviation controller and time-optimal controller, verifying their
large-signal stability.

Index Terms—Boundary control, digital control, stability anal-
ysis, state space.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, there has been a sharp increase in interest
for more compact, lighter, energy-efficient, and economi-

cal power sources. Tighter output voltage regulation, faster re-
sponse time to load changes and lower volume are of major con-
cern in the design of present-day switch-mode power supplies
(SMPSs). To obtain fast transient response, several transient-
oriented controllers, e.g., time-optimal controllers (TOCs) have
been introduced [1]–[8]. These controllers integrate nonlinear,
state-variable-based control laws, which allow convergence lim-
ited by the slew rate of the reactive components. To further im-
prove the system performance and reduce the total volume of the
converter, in particular for boost-type converters, reduction of
the components’ stress has been assigned as the primary perfor-
mance goal [9]. This is achieved by defining the output voltage
deviation as a control objective rather than the convergence time
[10], [11].

Transient-oriented controllers can be generally divided into
two types, boundary or hybrid. Boundary controllers [12]–
[18], among them hysteretic and sliding-mode controllers, are
geometry-based methods that split the state-plane such that in
one side of the boundary the operation is governed by the on
state and by the off state at the other side of the boundary. Hy-
brid controllers [1]–[8], [10], [11], [19]–[25] switch between
two or more control laws based on the system state variables
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in order to obtain the performance goals. Within the context
of switch-mode applications, the hybrid control law typically
incorporates a steady-state linear controller (i.e., PI or PID), to
allow constant operating frequency, which simplifies the design
of the power converter.

Following the proliferation of digital control technology [26]–
[31], both boundary and hybrid control methods have regained
popularity. In particular, sliding-mode control [32]–[35] and its
extension have been exemplified for buck converters [36]–[39].
As frequently reported in many cases, realization of these con-
trollers requires extensive computation resources as well as pre-
cise information on the system parameters to assure the desired
performance and stability of the system. These would prohibit
penetration of the controllers into real-world applications.

To overcome the challenges, hardware-efficient control
methods with reduced sensitivity to variations of parameters
for buck and boost converters have been recently presented in
[1], [10] and [11], [15], respectively. There, a hybrid controller
combines a boundary-type control for large-signal transient
events with a linear steady-state control law. The computing
effort and parameter sensitivity can be reduced significantly
by the realization of the boundary control law by comparators
with reference assignment based on the system behavior
during a transient event which is obtained from its state-space
representation. The main limitation for the majority of these
controllers is that their stability cannot be directly guaranteed
using the known techniques since an analytical formulation of
the control law is not immediate.

Stability investigations of boundary control and its deriva-
tives, or large-signal stability, for switch-mode converters have
been widely studied in the literature by observation and analysis
of the state trajectories, either on the state-space [9], [40]–[42]
or on the state-energy plane [43] with a primary control objec-
tive to obtain fast transient response. Since typical trajectories
of switch-mode converters include spirals and hyperboles, it is
quite difficult to formulate a control law for both well-defined
behavior, simple implementation and that its stability can be
assured by simple derivations. An example where existence of
stability has been described and analyzed can be found in [1] for
the specific case of direct energy transfer buck converter con-
trolled by a hybrid-type, sliding-mode TOC. In cases where the
control objective is beyond the simplistic case of fast response
such as lower voltage deviation or other constraints added, and
in particular indirect energy transfer converters, the pursuit after
stability existence criteria to date, is still ongoing.

The objective of this study is to explore the stability criteria of
boundary and hybrid control methods for indirect energy trans-
fer converters, delineate the necessary and sufficient conditions
for large-signal stability, and to present a graphical-analytical
approach to examine the large-signal stability of an arbitrar-
ily given control law that is described on the state-plane. It is
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a further objective of this study to examine the behavior and
the stability of the programmable-deviation controller for boost
converters in [10] which includes the TOC as a particular case.
It should be noted that in this paper, the analysis is not limited by
the realization method of the controller (whether analog, digital,
or mixed-mode) as long as its operation can be described on the
state-space.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II re-
views the properties of boundary and hybrid control and dis-
cusses the properties of the load-line dependence on the load’s
type. Section III reviews the recently presented programmable-
deviation controller and showing its properties as a boundary
controller. A stability analysis of boost converter loaded by re-
sistive load and constant current load is presented in Section IV,
including a physical interpretation and a procedure to examine
large-signal stability of a given converter. Section IV further
extends a generalization of the stability analysis for unknown
load type and other indirect energy transfer converters topolo-
gies. Experimental results and conclusion are then provided in
Sections V and VI, respectively.

II. REVIEW: BOUNDARY CONTROL, HYBRID CONTROL, AND

THE LOAD-LINE

A. Boundary Control

Boundary control is a geometric-based control, which de-
fines a curve of the form σ = f(vC , iL ) = 0 on the state-plane
called (switching) boundary. It is a generalization of well-known
hysteretic-type control methods such as voltage-mode hysteretic
control and sliding-mode control. For converters with two pos-
sible switching states, a boundary defines when the converter is
in on state and when it is in off state. Whenever the converter’s
states are located on one side of the boundary, e.g., σ > 0, the
operation is governed by an on state, and whenever the states are
located on the other side, e.g., σ < 0, the operation is governed
by an off state. Switching between the two states is made when
the state trajectory crosses the boundary; thus, a boundary must
pass through the desired steady-state operating point (Vref , Iref )
in order to be able to drive the converter to this point.

The state-plane of a switch-mode converter can be separated
to the three different regions, i.e., reflective, refractive, and re-
jective, according to the properties of every point and the on-
and off-state trajectories passing through it [14]. The lines sep-
arating these three regions are the load-line (see Section II-C
for further details) and the steady-state’s on and off trajectories.
As a consequence, the operation of a boundary controller can
be classified into three modes as well, by the location of the
boundary with respect to operation region. Within the context
of this study, a boundary controller is defined as large-signal
stable if it moves the converter’s states to the steady-state oper-
ating point and keeps it there, resulting in a state error (voltage
and current error) approaching zero, limited by the converter
switching frequency.

B. Hybrid Control

Hybrid control incorporates two or more control laws. The
different control laws can be either different small-signal lin-
ear controllers, large-signal nonlinear controllers, or a mixture

Fig. 1. On and off trajectories and the load-line of a boost converter loaded
by a CCL.

of both. Switching between these control laws depends on the
converter’s states, where the objective of switching between the
controllers can be either to achieve faster dynamic response,
lower voltage, or current overshoots and undershoots, improv-
ing efficiency or any other control objective. For example, a
hybrid controller such as in [1], can operate as a small-signal
linear controller (e.g., PI, PID) when the converter’s states are
within proximity of the steady-state operating point and as time-
optimal-like controller for large-signal compensation when the
converter’s states are away from the new steady-state operating
point, in order to achieve the fastest possible dynamic response.

In a hybrid controller that combines large-signal and small-
signal linear controllers, it is not a necessary condition for large-
signal stability that the large-signal controller will decrease the
state-error toward zero and will maintain it in this point. This is
since the small-signal linear controller is in charge of keeping the
converter’s states at the steady-state operating point, maintaining
a zero-state error. The only condition for stability in such a
hybrid controller is that the large-signal controller will move
the converter’s states to the desired steady-state operating point.
Thus, a hybrid controller large-signal stability exists if the large-
signal compensator is capable of bringing the converter’s states
from any initial condition to the steady-state operating point.

C. Load-Line

The load-line of a converter is defined by the set of all its
asymptotic points (i.e., possible steady-state operating points)
on the state space for D∈ [0,1] and for a given load value, where
D is the duty ratio of the controlled switch.

Using any of the three methods described in [13] to obtain the
load-line of a boost converter loaded by a CCL, it is given by

LLCCL (vC , iL ) =
{

vC , iL : iL =
Io

Vin
vC

}
(1)

and its state-plane is depicted in Fig. 1. For the CCL case, the on
trajectories are straight lines and the off trajectories are ellipses.

In a similar manner for a boost converter loaded by a resistive
load (RL), the load-line can be expressed as

LLRL (vC , iL ) =
{

vC , iL : iL =
1

RVin
v2

C

}
. (2)
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Fig. 2. On and off trajectories and load-line (black) of a boost converter loaded
by an RL and the CCL load-line from Fig. 1 (green).

Fig. 3. Programmable-deviation controller regulating operation of a boost
converter.

For this case, the on trajectories are exponential and the off
trajectories are spirals instead of ellipses. However, within the
region of interest for a boost converter where vC > Vin and iL >
0, the off trajectories can be well approximated to an ellipses.
The differences between the load-lines of the two cases are
depicted in Fig. 2. As can be observed, the load-line of a CCL is
higher in iL than the load-line of an RL, for vC < Vref , which
is the relevant region for loading transients.

III. PROGRAMMABLE-DEVIATION CONTROLLER

A programmable-deviation controller has been recently pre-
sented in [10]. The controller, schematically presented in Fig. 3,
is designed to deal with loading and unloading transients of
indirect energy transfer converters. It hybrids a conventional
mixed-signal peak current programmed mode (CPM) controller
for steady-state voltage regulation and a boundary-type control
law for the large-signal transient mode. For the operation of
the boundary controller, two additional blocks were added, a

Fig. 4. Operation of the programmable-deviation controller in a boost con-
verter for loading transient (maximum switching frequency is limited). Inductor
and load current (top), output voltage (middle), and state-plane representation
of the voltage and current (bottom).

transient suppression block and a self-tuning estimator. Upon a
load transient detection, these blocks take over the task of cre-
ating the pulsewidth-modulated signal from the conventional
controller and provide transient response with voltage deviation
as prescribed by the control objective. The transient suppres-
sion block implements a boundary-type control algorithm that
dynamically changes the on and off transistor times, based on
the information of the load current that is provided by the esti-
mator. Once the transient recovery is completed the controller
returns to steady-state operation.

The controller recovers from a loading transient through a
two-step process. Upon detection of a transient, during the first
step, the transistor of the boost is turned on. Over this period, the
controller estimates the new load current and accordingly, sets
one switching boundary, i.e., threshold, for the inductor current
Ith such that it is slightly larger than the new steady-state value
Iref (by εI ), i.e.

Ith = Iref + εI (3)

where the value for εI is used to limit the switching frequency.
Once the first current threshold has been reached (point

a, see Fig. 4), in the second step, the controller measures
the output voltage and assigns two switching boundaries as
Vth = vC |point a and Ith = Iref . From this point and on, the
transistor’s on time is governed by the voltage boundary and
the off time by the current boundary. It should be noted that
by assigning the boundaries as prescribed here, the controller
operation depends on the quality of the load current estimator
alone and is insensitive to any parameter variations or uncer-
tainties. Within the context of this study, the transient action
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Fig. 5. Programmable-deviation controller switching boundaries for (a) on
state (b) off state.

of the programmable-deviation controller can be defined by a
boundary-type control where there are switching boundaries σ1
for the off state (Ith ) and σ2 for the on state (Vth ), as demon-
strated in Fig. 5, and have the expressions of the following form:

σ1 = iL − Ith

where : σ1 < 0 → on

σ1 > 0 → off (4)

σ2 = vC − Vth

where : σ2 < 0 → off

σ2 > 0 → on. (5)

As can be observed from Fig. 2, the minimum output voltage
deviation [(Vmin , Imin ), see Fig. 4] is obtained where the first on
state trajectory intersects the load-line. However, convergence to
the steady-state operating point (point o) from this point would
require operation at a very high switching frequency (theoret-
ically infinite for the case when Vth is equal to Vmin ) and, as
such, is not practical. Therefore, the switching frequency range
is limited by the additional charging of εI as depicted in Fig. 4.
Moreover, the programmable-deviation controller can produce
a time-optimal response as well, by selecting the specific εI to
obtain charge balance during a single on-off cycle. This makes
the time-optimal control a particular case of the programmable-
deviation control, as demonstrated in Fig. 6. In this case, the
boundary-type controller can be written as a single boundary
expression

σ2,TOC = vC − vC |point a,TOC
where : σ2 < 0 → off

σ2 > 0 → on.
(6)

Section IV delineates the region where stability of the
programmable-deviation controller exists for the case of loading
transients.

IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS

This section aims to delineate the region on the state-plane
where large-signal stability exists. In the context of indirect en-
ergy transfer converters, the objective of the transient controllers
ranges from minimum convergence time, i.e., time-optimal con-
trol, up to minimum output voltage deviation. Therefore, exam-
ination of large-signal stability is essential within the control
objective range.

Fig. 6. Time-optimal response of boost converter controlled by a
programmable-deviation controller during a loading transient: inductor and
load current (top), output voltage (middle), and state-plane representation of
the voltage and current (bottom).

Since the analytical definition and derivations for stability
of a large-signal controller may become quite complex, the
methodology of this study is to first define the limits of the
stability region on the state-plane for a given converter and load
type. Since the analysis for the stability region is based on the
physical properties of the converter alone, then the evaluation
per controller can be obtain graphically on any controller that
can be drawn on the state-plane. By doing so, the steps of the
procedure are similar to any small-signal linear analysis that is
in practice today, e.g., Bode, Nyquist, or Nichols.

The limits of the stability region for a given converter are
obtained by analysis of a control method that describes a curve
(i.e., switching surface) in the state-plane. In particular, the well-
known sliding-mode control is adopted because of its well-
defined analytical description as well as the stability analysis
for switch-mode converters [32]. The shape, or template, of
the sliding-mode controller is chosen such that it is related to
the physical properties of the converter, i.e., its load-line. This
choice assists to conclude the results based on the converter’s
physical properties, rather than on a specific control method.

The outcome of the analysis leads to a definition of the large-
signal region of convergence (ROC), where the convergence to
zero state error is guaranteed for boundary controllers and pass-
ing through the steady-state operating point is guaranteed for
hybrid controllers. Based on the analysis, a simplified proce-
dure to examine large-signal stability of any arbitrary controller
by a graphical–analytical approach is provided in Section IV-D.
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In the following stability analyses, an ideal boost converter is
assumed, neglecting the capacitor’s ESR, MOSFET’s RDS(on)
and diode forward voltage VD . It should be noted that since the
stability analysis is carried out under the assumption of small
ripple approximation [32], the output voltage ripple has not been
taken into account. The effect of the capacitor’s ESR on the sta-
bility analysis is negligibly small and estimated as the increment
or the output voltage ripple. This shifts the stability boundaries
on the output voltage axis by the value of the additional voltage
ripple due to the ESR. It is also assumed that the delay caused by
the load transient detection does not affect the system’s response
as detailed in [10].

A. Resistive Load Stability Analysis

For a boost converter loaded by an RL, the load-line is a
parabola; therefore, a parabolic switching surface σRL is se-
lected

σRL = iL − Iref − λRL(v2
C − V 2

ref ). (7)

The converter’s average model can be expressed as

dvC

dt
= − vC

RC
+

iL
C

(1 − u)

diL
dt

=
Vin

L
− vC

L
(1 − u)

(8)

where u is the control input. The equivalent control ueq along the
switching surface is derived by taking the derivative of σRL with
respect to time and setting σ̇RL = 0 [44] and can be expressed as

ueq = 1 − ūeq , ūeq =
Vin − LdiL/dt

vC
. (9)

Assuming small current ripple, Vin � LdiL/dt [32], hence
ueq = 1 − vC /Vin . Substituting ueq into (8) yields

iL =
v2

C

RVin
+

CvC

Vin

dvC

dt
. (10)

To examine whether the trajectories along the switching sur-
face lead to a unique steady-state operating point, let ṽC and ĩL
be the current and voltage errors, respectively, defined by the
following relationship:

ṽC = vC − Vref

ĩL = iL − Iref .
(11)

Substituting (10) into (11) yields

ĩL + Iref =
(ṽC + Vref )

2

RVin
+

C

Vin
(ṽC + Vref )

d (ṽC + Vref )
dt

.

(12)
The expression obtained in (12) can be separated into two parts,
one that represents the dc component, IDC , and the other that
represents the time-dependent ac component iAC

iDC = Iref =
V 2

ref

RVin
(13)

iAC = ĩL =
ṽ2

C

RVin
+ 2

Vref ṽC

RVin
+

CVref

Vin

dṽC

dt
+

C

2Vin

d
(
ṽ2

C

)
dt

.

(14)

The dc part is, in fact, the desired steady-state operating point.
Therefore, if iAC −→

t→∞
0 along the switching surface, the system

is asymptotically stable and converges to the dc steady-state
point. By substituting (11) and (14) into the switching surface
σRL = 0 defined in (7) and after some manipulations, the fol-
lowing nonlinear differential equation is obtained:

d
(
ṽ2

C + 2Vref ṽC

)
dt

+
2Vin

C

(
1

RVin
− λRL

)(
ṽ2

C + 2Vref ṽC

)
= 0. (15)

A variable replacement of x = ṽ2
C + 2Vref ṽC results in the

following first-order linear differential equation:

dx

dt
+

2Vin

C

(
1

RVin
− λRL

)
x = 0. (16)

Using (16), the stability condition of the switching surface can
be obtained. The equation is stable for

λRL <
1

RVin
= λRL,max (17)

i.e., x −→
t→∞

0 ⇔ λRL < λRL,max . Therefore, ṽC is asymptoti-

cally stable and converges toward either one of two equilibria
ṽC = 0, ṽC = −2Vref . Since ṽC = −2Vref means that vC con-
verges to −Vref , a negative output voltage, this equilibrium is
not valid for a boost converter. Since ṽC −→

t→∞
0 then iAC −→

t→∞
0

as well, and the state variables converges to (Vref , Iref ). Hence,
by selecting the switching surface (7) that satisfies condition
(17), an asymptotical stability is guaranteed.

Sliding-mode control is a particular case of boundary control
and requires two more conditions: existence and reachability.
The existence condition is related to the reflective region, and
sliding-mode operation occurs when the system is operating in
reflective mode. Reachability condition is related to the opera-
tion in the reflective or refractive regions, but not in the rejective
one. Although the switching surface of (7) is always reachable,
it needs to be reachable near the steady-state operating point as
well, otherwise the system converges to undesirable limit cycles.
Thus, another condition to guarantee that the switching surface
does not pass in a rejective region is essential, as follows:

diL
dvC

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ′off ′

(vC , iL ) = (Vref , Iref )

= 2λRLVref

> −RCVin

LVref
=

diL
dvC

∣∣∣∣ ′on′

(vC , iL ) = (Vref , Iref )

, (18)

therefore

λRL,min = −RCVin

2LV 2
ref

. (19)

Combining (17) and (19) results in the stability limits for any
boost converter loaded by an RL as

− RCVin

2LV 2
ref

< λRL <
1

RVin
(20)
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Fig. 7. Illustration of typical ROC for boost converter loaded by a (a) resistive
load, (b) constant current load.

which guarantees that for any controller that is defined within
these limits, the system will operate either in reflective mode
or refractive mode (or both) and will be asymptotically stable.
Thus, the ROC for this case can be depicted on the state-plane as
in Fig. 7(a), bounded by the curve σRL,λmax , which is the load-
line and the curve σRL,λmin , which is the upper limit, namely,
stability bound.

B. Constant Current Load Stability Analysis

For a boost converter loaded by a CCL, the load-line is linear
and a linear switching surface σCCL is selected

σCCL = iL − Iref − λCCL (vC − Vref ) (21)

and the converter’s average model can be expressed as

dvC

dt
= −Io

C
+

iL
C

(1 − u)

diL
dt

=
Vin

L
− vC

L
(1 − u) .

(22)

In a manner similar to the stability analysis in the earlier
section for the RL case, the asymptotical stability condition for
the CCL case can be expressed as

λCCL <
Io

Vin
= λCCL,max (23)

which guarantees convergence of the state variables to
(Vref , Iref ). In the case of CCL, as opposed to RL, reachability
is not guaranteed for every λCCL ; therefore, another condition
is necessary to guarantee reachability of the switching surface,
obtained from the slope of the on trajectory that passes through
the steady-state operating point, that is

λCCL > −CVin

LIo
= λCCL,min . (24)

Combining (23) and (24) results in the stability limits of

− CVin

LIo
< λCCL <

Io

Vin
. (25)

The ROC for this case is depicted in Fig. 7(b). As demonstrated
in Fig. 2, the load-line of the CCL case is higher (in iL ) than the
load-line of the RL case; therefore, it can be concluded that the
lower bound of the ROC (e.g., its load-line) for the CCL case is
stricter than the lower bound of the RL case in case of a loading
transient.

Fig. 8. ROC for a boost converter loaded by an unknown load type. Green—
CCL stability boundaries, black—RL stability boundaries.

In the case where the load type is unknown, the ROC can be
determined by merging the stability regions of the RL and CCL
cases. When analyzing the two ROCs for the same converter
parameters (input voltage, output power, inductor, and capaci-
tor), it appears that there is a region on the state-plane that is
common for both ROCs (the intersection of the two ROCs), as
depicted in Fig. 8. The boundaries of this intersection region are
σRL,λmin and σCCL,λmax that are expressed with a relationship
to the output power of the converter (Pout) and is given by

σRL,λmin = iL − Iref −
CVin

2LPout

(
V 2

ref − v2
C

)

σCCL,λmax = iL − Iref +
Pout

VinVref
(Vref − vC ) .

(26)

Therefore, the ROC for an unknown type of load can be ex-
pressed as

ROC =
{

vC , iL : Iref + Po u t
V in V r e f

(vC − Vref ) < iL < Iref

− CVin

2LPout

(
v2

C − V 2
ref

)}
.

(27)

C. Physical Interpretation of the Stability Conditions

From conditions (17) and (23) for boost converter loaded by
an RL and CCL, respectively, it can be deduced that in order to
ensure stability, the switching surface must be above (in iL ) the
load-line, for both cases. This observation can also be reinforced
by a physical investigation of the converter.

The controller of the converter is in charge of bringing the
state variables from an initial steady-state operating point to
a new one. Each steady-state point indicates an instantaneous
energy stored in the reactive components of the converter, i.e.,
E = Cv2

C /2 + Li2L/2. For a new loading event, the stored en-
ergy Eold = CV 2

ref/2 + LI2
old/2 must rise up to a new, higher

energy Eref = CV 2
ref/2 + LI2

ref/2. To increase the stored en-
ergy over time, the input power Pin of the converter must be
higher than its output power Pout .
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Fig. 9. Input and output power on the boost converter loaded by an RL state-
plane.

According to [12] and [33], the load-line represents the states
where Pin = Pout and separates the state-plane to three regions:
Pin > Pout , Pin < Pout , and Pin = Pout , as demonstrated in
Fig. 9. This means that in order to increase the stored energy
from Eold to the new steady-state energy Enew , the state vari-
ables must be located at the region where Pin > Pout , i.e., above
the load-line (in iL ), which is in agreement with and guaranteed
by satisfying conditions (17) and (23) for switching surfaces (7)
and (21) of RL and CCL cases, respectively.

The implication of the earlier statement is that any control
method that will move the state variables toward the region on
the state-plane where Pin > Pout and will keep them in this
region will be able to converge toward the desired steady-state
point. It should be noted that this intuitive observation assumes,
without loss of generality, an idealized converter that does take
into account losses for power balance. This, however, does not
affect the results, or strength of the analysis, since the derivations
were obtained from a control theory perspective rather than
power balance.

D. Stability Examination Procedure

Using the earlier analysis and observations, a generalized
method to examine the large-signal stability for a given converter
and load type is provided. The procedure is as follows:

1) derive and draw the converter’s on and off state trajectories
on the state-plane;

2) on the same plot, draw the load-line per the specific load
type, or assume constant current load for more strict re-
quirements;

3) using the same plot, draw the stability bound per the load
type;

4) given output power level and in case that the load type is
unknown, (27) can be used to obtain the ROC;

5) draw the controller curve or switching surface per the
control objective;

6) verify that the controller maintains the converter’s states
within the ROC, i.e., the load-line and the stability bound.
If so, the system is asymptotically stable, otherwise, it is
unstable.

Fig. 10. Simulated boost converter loaded by an RL loading transient from
Iout ,old = 0.55 A to Iout ,new = 4 A, λRL = 0.5 λRL ,m ax < λRL ,m ax ,
switching surface is above the load-line (bottom—green) and under the sta-
bility bound (bottom—magenta), i.e., within the ROC, and the state variables
converge to the new steady-state operating point (Vref , Iref ). Inductor current
(top—red), output voltage (middle—blue), and state-plane representation of the
voltage and current (bottom). System parameters: Vin = 3.3 V, Vout = 12 V,
Iold = 2 A, Iref = 14.5 A, L = 6.8 μH, and C = 30 μF.

Following the earlier procedure, rigorous theoretical analysis
per case of a system-controller setting is no longer required.
That is, mathematically describing and solving for the large-
signal stability can be avoided and replaced by the graphical–
analytical method of this study.

To demonstrate the stability examination procedure and ver-
ify its validity, a simulation test bench has been created. The
results presented in Figs. 10 through 13 have been carried out
on a boost converter loaded by RL and controlled by a bound-
ary and programmable-deviation controllers for loading tran-
sient. Fig. 10 shows a stable operation of boundary controller
with switching surface within the ROC and indeed the system
converges toward the new steady-state operating point. Fig. 11
depicts the operation of a boundary controller with switching
surface outside the ROC, lower than the load-line, and the sys-
tem diverges and cannot reach the new steady-state operating
point. Fig. 12 presents the programmable-deviation controller
operation. As can be observed, the controller maintains the state
variables within the ROC and the system passes through the
steady-state operating point, where the steady-state linear con-
troller operation takes over. Fig. 13 shows the programmable-
deviation controller when operating as a time-optimal controller.
The stability of the controller is verified by following the earlier
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Fig. 11. Simulated boost converter loaded by an RL loading transient from
Iout ,old = 0.55 A to Iout ,new = 4 A, λRL = 1.07λRL ,m ax > λRL ,m ax ,
switching surface (bottom—blue) is slightly lower than the load-line (bottom—
green), i.e., outside the ROC, and the state variables diverge from the new
steady-state operating point (Vref , Iref ). Inductor current (top—red), output
voltage (middle—blue), and state-plane representation of the voltage and cur-
rent (bottom). System parameters: Vin = 3.3 V, Vout = 12 V, Iold = 2 A,
Iref = 14.5 A, L = 6.8 μH, and C = 30 μF.

procedure and setting the controller in this case as described
in (6). It can be seen that the controller maintains the state
variables within the ROC and the system is asymptotically
stable.

The relationship between the controller location on the state-
plane (with respect to its geometrical distance from the load-
line and the stability bound) and the resultant time response
is qualitatively characterized in Fig. 14. For few demonstra-
tive illustrations, the time response resembles the behavior of a
second order system with RHP zero. As can be observed, prox-
imity to the load-line results in overdamped response whereas
approaching the stability bound, a higher Q underdamped be-
havior is observed. Setting the controller outside the ROC re-
sults in either low Q-like divergence below the load-line [see
Fig. 14(a)] or oscillatory divergence above the stability bound
[see Fig. 14(e)].

E. Expansion of the Stability Analysis to Other Second-Order
Indirect Energy Transfer Converters

By inspection of the state-plane for indirect energy transfer
converters with two reactive components, high resemblance is
found in their on and off state trajectories to a boost converter.

Fig. 12. Simulation of a loading transient of boost converter loaded by an RL
using programmable-deviation control. The controller keeps the state variables
above the load-line (bottom—green) and under the stability bound (bottom—
magenta), i.e., within the ROC, and they converge to the new steady-state oper-
ating point (Vref , Iref ). Inductor current (top—red), output voltage (middle—
blue), and state-plane representation of the voltage and current (bottom). Sys-
tem parameters: Vin = 3.3 V, Vout = 12 V, Iold = 2 A, Iref = 14.5 A, L =
6.8 μH, and C = 30 μF.

For example, in the case of a noninverting buck–boost (NIBB)
converter, the on-state trajectories are exactly matched with the
ones in a boost converter and the off-state trajectories of the
NIBB converter are shifted left by a constant value of Vin (for
the same converter’s parameters: L, C, Vin , Vo , and Pout). Using
this insight, the stability analysis of Section IV-A and IV-B can
be expanded to other converters as well, by applying a simple
transformation of the system’s parameters and the state variables
(vC , iL ), with respect to the input voltage Vin and the load status
(Io for a CCL case and R for an RL case). The core concept
is to transform (vC , iL , Vin , Io , R) (as defined in Fig. 15) into
(v′

C , i′L , V ′
in , I ′o , R

′) and then analyze the converter as if it is a
boost converter with the provided stability analysis.

The transformation is detailed here for the NIBB converter,
and the transformations for other indirect energy transfer con-
verters are given in Table I.

The state equations of NIBB converter loaded by an RL are

on :
dvC

dt
= − vC

RC
,

diL
dt

=
Vin

L

off :
dvC

dt
=

RiL − vC

RC
,

diL
dt

= −vC

L
,

(28)
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Fig. 13. Simulation of a loading transient of boost converter loaded by an
RL using programmable-deviation operating as time-optimal controller. The
controller keeps the state variables above the load-line (bottom—green) and
under the stability bound (bottom—magenta), i.e., within the ROC, and they
converge to the new steady-state operating point (Vref , Iref ). Inductor current
(top—red), output voltage (middle—blue), and state-plane representation of the
voltage and current (bottom). System parameters: Vin = 3.3 V, Vout = 12 V,
Iold = 2 A, Iref = 14.5 A, L = 6.8 μH, and C = 30 μF.

Fig. 14. Illustration of the time response dependency on the geometric location
of the controller on the state-plane.

Fig. 15. Second-order indirect energy transfer converters: (a) noninverting
buck–boost converter. (b) Buck–boost converter. (c) Flyback converter.

TABLE I
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SYSTEM’S PARAMETERS OF SECOND-ORDER

INDIRECT ENERGY TRANSFER CONVERTERS

Constant Current Load Resistive Load

Noninverting buck–boost

v ′
C = vC + Vi n

i ′L = iL

V ′
i n = Vi n

I ′
o = Io

v ′
C = vC + Vi n

i ′L = iL

V ′
i n = Vi n

R ′ =
v ′

C
v ′

C
−V i n

R

Buck–boost

v ′
C = Vi n − vC

i ′L = iL

V ′
i n = Vi n

I ′
o = Io

v ′
C = Vi n − vC

i ′L = iL

V ′
i n = Vi n

R ′ =
v ′

C
v ′

C
−V i n

R

Flyback

v ′
C = vC + nVi n

i ′L = iL

V ′
i n = nVi n

I ′
o = Io

v ′
C = vC + nVi n

i ′L = iL

V ′
i n = nVi n

R ′ =
v ′

C
v ′

C
−n V i n

R

and the required transformation is as follows:

v′
C = vC + Vin , i′L = iL , V ′

in = Vin ,

R′ =
v′

C

v′
C − Vin

R. (29)

Substituting (29) into (28) yields the state equations of a boost
converter loaded by an RL as depicted in Fig. 16

on :
dv′

C

dt
= − v′

C

RC
,

di′L
dt

=
V ′

in

L

off :
dv′

C

dt
=

Ri′L − v′
C

RC
,

di′L
dt

=
V ′

in − v′
C

L
.

(30)
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Fig. 16. Boost converter represented with transformed parameters and state
variables of other indirect energy transfer converters.

Fig. 17. System’s response to a 0.5–2.4 A loading transient using a
programmable-deviation controller with boundaries maintaining the converter’s
states within the ROC. Time scale 20 μs/div. Inductor current (top—red) 2 A/div,
output voltage (middle—blue) 0.5 V/div ac coupled, and state-plane represen-
tation of inductor current and output voltage (bottom).

In a similar manner, the transformations required for a CCL
case are

v′
C = vC + Vin , i′L = iL , V ′

in = Vin , I ′o = Io .
(31)

As delineated by the derivation concept, the resultant state
equations represent a boost converter with the structure as in
Fig. 16, from which the analysis has already been established in
Section IV-A and IV-B.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

To validate the results of the stability analysis, a 30-W 3.3-
to 12-V boost converter prototype was built and tested, using a
6.8 μH inductor and a 30 μF output capacitance and operating
at switching frequency of 200 kHz. The converter was loaded

Fig. 18. System’s response to a 0.5–2.4 A loading transient using a
programmable-deviation controller with boundaries maintaining the converter’s
states within the stability region, followed by steady-state CPM controller to
achieve zero-error state. Time scale 20 μs/div. Inductor current (top—red)
2 A/div, output voltage (middle—blue) 0.5 V/div ac coupled, and state-plane
representation of inductor current and output voltage (bottom).

by a resistive load type. The prototype is controlled by a hybrid
programmable-deviation controller and CPM, implemented on
an all-digital FPGA platform [45], including integrated high-
performance ADC and DPWM [30].

Fig. 17 shows the system’s response to a 0.5–2.4 A load-
ing transient. As can be observed, the programmable-deviation
controller keeps the converter’s states within the stability region,
i.e., above the load-line and below the stability bound, result-
ing in stable operation and passing through the new steady-
state operating point, where the CPM controller takes over and
maintains the steady-state operation. Fig. 18 shows the same
loading transient response, but in this case the settings for the
programmable-deviation controller were set in the same manner
with a single difference on the resume conditions of the steady-
state controller. This is done to represent operation of the system
in the refractive mode, passing through the voltage steady-state
value and the small-signal controller (that its stability can be
easily guaranteed) is in charge of the bringing the converter’s
states to the new operating point with zero error.

Fig. 19 shows the system’s response to a 0.5–2.4 A loading
transient with transient controller settings below the load-line.
As can be observed, the controller cannot maintain the con-
verter’s states within the stability region, resulting in unstable
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Fig. 19. System’s response to a 0.5–2.4 A loading transient using a controller
settings below the load-line that cannot maintain the converter’s states within
the ROC. Time scale 20 μs/div. Inductor current (top—red) 2 A/div, output
voltage (middle—blue) 0.5 V/div ac coupled, and state-plane representation of
inductor current and output voltage (bottom).

operation and divergence away from the new steady-state oper-
ating point.

A time-optimal response for the same loading conditions is
depicted in Fig. 20. The time-optimal controller has been re-
alized as a particular case of the programmable-deviation con-
troller as described by (6). As can be seen, the trajectories are
maintained within the ROC in compliance with analysis proce-
dure of Section IV.

VI. CONCLUSION

A large-signal stability analysis for indirect energy transfer
converters has been presented, based on the physical proper-
ties of a converter and its load type. A generalized method for
examination of large-signal stability of a given converter and
load type is provided, delineating the ROC where large-signal
stability exists, using a graphical–analytical approach. Once the
ROC is extracted, the stability examination method is applica-
ble to any control law that can be described on the state-plane.
The conditions for stability, extracted from the stability anal-
ysis, were verified on both simulations and experimental test
benches, testing the recently presented programmable-deviation
controller and verifying the stability of time-optimal controller
for a boost converter loaded by a resistive load and a constant
current load. The stability analysis and examination method

Fig. 20. System’s response to a 0.5–2.4 A loading transient using a
programmable-deviation controller operating as time-optimal controller with
boundary maintaining the converter’s states within the ROC. Time scale
20 μs/div. Output voltage (top—blue) 0.5 V/div ac coupled, inductor current
(middle—red) 2.5 A/div, and state-plane representation of inductor current and
output voltage (bottom).

were found to be in excellent agreement with the simulated and
experimental results.
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